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Chapter 1 : Newsies (musical) - Wikipedia
Download sheet music for Newsies (The Musical). Choose from Newsies (The Musical) sheet music for such popular
songs as Watch What Happens, Santa Fe, and Prologue (Santa Fe). Print instantly, or sync to our free PC, web and
mobile apps.

This production was later transferred to Broadway with several changes in the music and actors. Broadway [
edit ] The musical opened on Broadway at the Nederlander Theatre for a limited engagement starting in
previews on March 15, , and officially on March 29, During the and seasons, the tour was expected to play 25
cities, over 43 weeks. Disney then announced the musical production would be available digitally on May 23,
Jack lives with his fellow "newsies," many of whom are orphaned and homeless. As the sun rises, the newsies
awaken and prepare for another day on the job "Carrying the Banner". While buying their supply of papers to
sell, Jack meets Davey and his little brother, Les. Unlike the rest of the newsies, Davey and Les have a home
and a family. They started work as newsies because their father suffered an accident at work resulting in the
termination of his employment. Seeing young Les as an opportunity to sell more papers, Jack offers to help the
boys. Meanwhile, the publisher of the New York World , Joseph Pulitzer , increases the cost of the
newspapers to the delivery boys, so as to outsell his competitors "The Bottom Line". Jack refuses to tell Davey
why Snyder was after him. While at the show, Jack spots a young female reporter named Katherine Plumber.
He attempts to flirt with her, but she brushes him off as he does a drawing of her. The next morning, Jack and
the newsies discover that the cost of newspapers has been raised to sixty cents per hundred. The protest is cut
short when the boys are engaged in confrontations with the police and strikebreakers. During the commotion,
Crutchie is beaten, apprehended, and taken to the refuge. Thrilled, the newsies all rejoice at making the
headline and imagine what it would be like to be famous "King of New York". Meanwhile, Crutchie writes a
letter to Jack, reflecting his experience at the Refuge "Letter from the Refuge". Davey and Katherine attempt
to decide their next move, but Jack refuses to put the newsies in danger again. Jack eventually complies
"Watch What Happens" reprise. Snyder reveals that Jack is actually an escaped criminal, originally detained
for stealing food and clothing. Jack soon arrives and confronts Pulitzer. Katherine, who was hiding in the
room, tries to apologize to Jack for not telling him, but Jack brushes her off as he is led by Snyder into the
cellar. Pulitzer offers Jack a compromise: Davey and the newsies are shocked at Jack and turn their back on
him. She also criticizes Jack for not being honest with her about ending up in the refuge for stealing. However,
after seeing a drawing Jack made depicting the abuse conducted at the refuge, she realizes Jack stole the food
and clothing for the other boys there. The two share a brief romantic moment and Katherine states that "I have
something to believe in, now that I know you believed in me". Jack admits that the feeling is mutual, and they
kiss "Something to Believe In". Jack and Katherine then join the newsies in printing their own paper; one that
will determine the outcome of the strike "Once and for All". Defeated, Pulitzer compromises with Jack once
more. Jack proposes that Pulitzer buy back every paper the newsies fail to sell every day, thus making him
seem more generous and making more boys want to sell papers for him. Pulitzer is reluctant at first, but
agrees. Crutchie is freed, Snyder is arrested, the refuge is shut down, and the strike ends. Pulitzer offers Jack a
job as a daily political cartoonist, which Jack initially declines. Jack prepares to say goodbye to Katherine, as
he now plans to leave for Santa Fe, but Katherine says that wherever he goes she will go with him. The two
share a kiss, and Jack elects to remain a newsboy and accept the cartoonist job "Finale".
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Newsies Musical Sheet Music?! gstrus2. Im looking for Seize the Day and Santa Fe from the new musical version of
Newsies, not the movie. On This Day- JERSEY BOYS Takes the Tunnel to Broadway!
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Published by Hal Leonard - Digital Sheet Music Newsies (Choral Medley) - Clarinet Alan Menken, Jack Feldman, and
Newsies (Musical) Arranged by Roger Emerson By Alan Menken, Jack Feldman, and Newsies (Musical).

Chapter 4 : Newsies (Musical) sheet music to download and print - World center of digital sheet music shop
Musicnotes features the world's largest online sheet music catalogue with over , arrangements available to print and
play instantly. Shop our most popular Broadway sheet music such as "Summertime," "Let It Go" and "My Favorite
Things.".

Chapter 5 : Disney NEWSIES | The Broadway Musical
The Broadway musical Newsies is a thrilling and exuberant salute to the optimism of youth with a melodic score by Alan
Menken and rousing lyrics by Jack Feldman that will make you want to cheer!

Chapter 6 : Newsies (Broadway Medley) Sheet Music by Roger Emerson (SKU: ) - Stanton's Sheet Music
Shop newsies santa fe sheet music, music books, music scores & more at Sheet Music Plus, the World's Largest
Selection of Sheet Music.

Chapter 7 : Newsies (The Musical) Sheet Music Downloads at racedaydvl.com
Newsies the Broadway Musical Piano/Vocal Selections Songbook. Music and lyrics by Alan Menken and Jack Feldman.
Published by Hal Leoanard, softcover, pages.

Chapter 8 : Sheet music: Newsies (SAB)
Sheet Music App for iPad Enjoy an unrivalled sheet music experience for iPadâ€”sheet music viewer, score library and
music store all in one app. ,+ songs via the world's largest in-app store, superior practice tools, easy PDF import and
more.

Chapter 9 : Seize The Day (from Newsies) Sheet Music Print PVG, Piano, Vocal
Straight from the Broadway stage, Fathom Events and Disney Theatrical Productions are thrilled to bring the Tony
AwardÂ®-winning musical NEWSIES to cinemas nationwide.. Filmed live on stage at the Pantages Theatre in
Hollywood, CA, this not-to-be-missed high energy show stars Original Broadway cast members Jeremy Jordan as "Jack
Kelly," Kara Lindsay as "Katherine," Ben Fankhauser as.
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